NARITA PREMIER LOUNGE, a common-use lounge for airlines will open on 24 July 2018 in Satellite 1 (in the area beyond outbound passport control) at Narita Airport Terminal 1.

Simplistic base design lounge and the sophisticated interior offers a traditional Japanese atmosphere space. Available food items offer Halal meal choice, the lounge provides a relaxing environment for guests from all parts of the world and is designed to offer comfort and convenience to travelers departing from Satellite 1.

NARITA PREMIER LOUNGE is a common-use for the airlines and is the first common-use lounge operated by the NAA Group.

1. Opening date: 24 July 2018
2. Location: Terminal 1, Satellite 1, 14th floor(area after outbound passport control)
3. Hours: 8:00am to 9:00pm
4. Services:
   - Food
   - Drinks (soft drinks and alcohol)
   - Newspapers, magazines, free Wi-Fi
   - Toilets, showers (will open after renovation)
5. Seating capacity: 148 (area of 930 sq.m.)
6. User airlines: Mainly those operating in the North Wing in Terminal 1
7. Eligible users: Passengers who meet the conditions of the use designated by their airline (First Class and Business Class passengers, and upper tier frequent flyer members as specified by the airlines, etc.)
8. Lounge operator: Narita Airport Business Co., Ltd.